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Everyone flocks to see that outrageous orangutan. But all he wants to see is the world beyond the

zoo. So whenever his keeper, Mr. Frumbee, leaves his cage open the tiniest bit, Wallace takes off

on an adventure -- to the department store, the museum, or even the beach.  So it's up to Mr.

Frumbee -- with a little help from you -- to find that errant ape within the nine action-packed,

full-color panoramas. (And while you're at it, Wallace has six friends who tag along on each of those

adventures. Can you figure out who they are and find them in each spread? Here's a hint: Check

out the totem pole in the Nature Museum.)
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This book clearly deserves more than five stars.Like all of the great children's books, this one

succeeds at several levels. The story creates a connection for the reader or listener between

humans and animals at a caring, considerate level that can provide a model for human relations as

well. It also succeeds as an adventure story, along the lines of a gigantic hide-and-go-seek game.

At another level, it helps the reader or viewer become more observant with an early version of

Where's Waldo? and I Spy. Finally, the book shows the potential for all to enjoy themselves more by

cooperating to expand curiosity and exploration.The book begins with the relationship between

Wallace, an orangutan in a little zoo in a big busy city, and his keeper, Mr. Frumbee. The two are

very attached to each other. They eat, read, and play games together . . . almost like parent and

child. Mr. Frumbee even keeps Wallace's money for him in a bank. Then one day, the door of the



cage is left ajar and Wallace escapes with his bank to buy some fine clothes. Seven more escapes

follow, each following a discussion about the outside world that interests Wallace. For each of the

eight escapes, Hilary Knight provides a wonderfully detailed two-page spread where you are

encouraged to find Wallace. If you cannot, for some reason, he tells you where Wallace is on the

next page. After you tire of this game or memorize the locations, Wallace has 6 companions in each

of the panoramas that you can locate, as well. These illustrations will remind you of the best of the

Richard Scarry drawings in their beautiful detail and colorations.Along the way, Wallace is found

each time by Mr. Frumbee, and they manage to spend a little time having fun with each other before

returning to the zoo.
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